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St. Finnan’s Basilica 

BOOK STUDY SERIES: LIFE IS MESSY 
Reading & Reflection Plan 
Audio version of chapters found @ www.youtube.com/c/MatthewKellyAuthor 
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Do you accept that life is messy? 
Have you been/are broken? Are you at peace with it? 
Do you follow any practices/exercises to reflect? 
Do you think you have a mess that nobody has? 

Slow Down: what is your current 'life speed'? Do you feel like you are in a race? 
The Normalization of Evil: Would you agree with Matthew 's ideas that we have desensitized evil in our lives? 
If I Had a Dollar For Every Time: Does social media advance or detract from your ultimate happiness? 

Life is Difficult: "The mistake we make…… and our illusions." In reflection, do you try and make your life "easier" 
thinking that life may be less difficult? 
Turning to Comfort: Do you agree with Matthew's thoughts that "comfort is a beautiful servant, but an ugly 
master?" Do you believe that people can be addicted to comfort? 
Inspiration: What inspires you? Are your inspirations built into your daily routine? 
Cherish the Ordinary: Make a list of twenty ordinary things that bring you joy. 
Just for the Joy of it: In reflection and looking at your 'daily routine' and endless 'to-dos' - are your tasks 
anchored in 'what you are obligated to do?' or 'what you promised you would do' or 'right thing you should do' 
or is it simply 'just for the joy of it'......What can you do today just for the joy of it? 

Getting Unstuck:  Reflect on the car getting stuck in the mud analogy and when life throws you an expected turn 
--- have you found that Albert Einstein's observation to be true? "We cannot solve problems by using the same 
thinking we used when we created them" 
A New Path: "It is so easy to sleepwalk through life" -- have your struggled with walking down the same street? 
what decision or radical change did you need to adopt to take another street?  
The Mystery of You: "For thousands of years, …. the wonder of self" .... have you taken the time to discover the 
mystery of you? What is your current capacity to experience a new path, or life? Are you being limited due to 
your lack of energy? 
The Way Forward: "We overwhelm ourselves with tomorrow's troubles, instead of focusing on today's 
opportunities" -- Do we (you) allow ourselves enough time today to carry out everything God wants us (you) to? 

Personal Philosophy: "God created all men and women to become the-best-version-of-themselves". Take a 
moment to reflect on this statement and whether you share and/or are living the same dream (living the best-
version-of-yourself). 
The Wisdom of Simplicity: Take stock of your life today. Is your life "beautifully simple or tragically 
complicated"? Read and Repeat "The Nine Reasons to Simplify Your Life" from pg. 110 to 112  
Learn to Say No: Welcome Matthew's invitation to reflect on the following.... "if you are not free to say no, you 
aren't free to say yes" 

The Main Threat to Your Wholeness (pg. 116):  Take on Matthew's challenge of reflecting on these thirteen 
words "The greatest threat to your happiness and wholeness is your unrecognized spiritual needs" Do you 

agree? 

A Spiritual Experience (pg. 199): Do you actively seek and look for a "spiritual experience"? In which ways? 

Gently Down the Stream: Matthew 's reflection of living life simply and the linkage with the nursery rhyme: Row, 
Row, Row Your Boat. Before his illustration, had you seen Row, Row, Row Your Boat in that light and/or 
perspective ? 
Run Toward Yourself: Your eyes will tell you something every single day of your life if you listen. Matthew Kelly 
notes to stand in front of the mirror every single day and look at yourself directly in the eye, is this a practice 
you do? have you tried it?  
Character is Destiny: Is your character and virtues at the centre of your daily living? Reflect on the short list of 
values found on pg. 138.  
Alignment Issues: In reflection, are your thoughts and actions aligned?  is your heart at peace? 
Measuring Your Life: What measuring stick do you use to assess your life? 
Peace, Serenity, and Tranquility: take a moment to pray the Serenity Prayer and invite peace, serenity and 
tranquility into your life.  
The Central Question: What is the meaning of your life? take stock. 

Mountain Top (pg. 150): Remind yourself of Matthew Kelly's 6 insights and be kind to yourself. 


